ICF-Accredited and Highly Acclaimed

LEADING AND COACHING
ACROSS CULTURES
3-Day Certification Workshop with Pioneer and
World Authority on “Coaching across Cultures”
and MCC Philippe Rosinski

How is your organization’s Cultural
Intelligence helping to accelerate your
business results?

Are your managers and
leaders able to survive and
thrive in their interaction
with multiple cultures
across the globe?

How are you leveraging
cultural awareness in your
Business - Mergers,
Acquisitions, Joint
Ventures, Partnerships and
Teams to integrate faster
and deliver more?

As an Expat Leader, are you able to
leverage cultural differences to achieve
more with diverse teams?

Unleash your heroes…Confront your true potential
GLOBAL
COACHING
LA B

BRINGING DISCIPLINES,
CULTURES, AND

PEOPLE TOGETHER

In our complex multicultural and turbulent
environment, it is essential to embrace
diversity, bridge cultural gaps, learn from
cultural differences for more creativity, allowing
us to act responsibly, overcome divisions, live
meaningfully and strive for internal and
external unity.

Rosinski has developed a holistic, creative and
powerful approach for leaders, organizational
professionals and coaches. His pioneering book
Coaching across Cultures has received worldwide
acclaim and been chosen by Harvard Business
School as its Featured Book Recommendation for
business leaders.

Leadership and coaching that integrates
multiple perspectives is a powerful vehicle for
enabling sustainable and global success for self
and others.

This interactive and experiential workshop gives
participants a unique opportunity to learn about
new methodologies and application of new
tools, including the online Cultural Orientations
Framework (COF) assessment, Global Coaching Process and Global Scorecard. The workshop
combines theory with practice including assessments, role-plays and case studies, together with
self and peer coaching.

The workshop focuses on the cultural
perspective in the context of a broader vision that
also integrates physical, managerial, psychological, political and spiritual perspectives. By integrating the crucial cultural dimension, Philippe
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Upon completion of the workshop
you will be provisionally certified to
use/administer the COF online
assessment, and fully certified once
you have successfully applied it in a
real project.

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
The objective of the 3-day
workshop is to help leaders,
executives, managers and
professional coaches to systematically integrate the
cultural dimension into their
work. The workshop is also
destined for interculturalists
eager to integrate coaching
into their work.

WHAT WILL YOU EXPERIENCE
IN THIS SEMINAR?

POWERFUL REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD ATTEND

Highest Standard and ICF Accreditation
Our program is ICF accredited ensuring alignment to the highest global coaching standards. The program
represents 15 CCUs (Training Hours) which satisfies the training requirement for the ACC or PCC
credential with the ICF.
World-class Trainer Experience
Philippe Rosinski, a bestselling author and world authority on coaching global leaders, will team up with
accomplished coaches Venkataraman Subramanyan and Sripriya Venkataraman , and draw upon their
collective experience in global business and coaching.
Strong Track Record
This LCAC workshop had been delivered in London, New York, Paris, Geneva, Oxford, Hong Kong, Sydney
and won wide acclamations from participants from 30 countries.

Day 1: Integrating the Cross-cultural Dimension
into Leadership and Coaching Theoretical
Foundations
Global leadership and coaching to address
complex challenges in today’s interconnected and
turbulent environment
Global leadership and coaching to achieve
sustainable and meaningful success
Explore attitudes vis-à-vis cultural differences
from ethnocentrism to leveraging cultural
diversity
Decipher cultural differences and identify new
growth opportunities outside one’s cultural
comfort zone and through the synthesis of
differences, the Cultural Orientations
Framework (COF)

Activities
Explore your cultures and how they affect your
leadership or coaching through an inductive
activity
(Re)connect with the wisdom in your cultures and
discover lessons from others to address complex
challenges
Debrief of the COF online questionnaire
individual and aggregate results. Assets and
developmental opportunities are discussed both
for individual and group progress
Engage in a Diverse Team development
action-learning project throughout the workshop

Alumni Network and Ongoing Support
Graduates from this program will be invited to join the reputable Global Coaching Lab network for alumni
events and ongoing learning, support and networking.
Certification and Qualification to Administer COF Assessment
Become provisionally certified to use/administer the Cultural Orientations Framework (COF)
assessment and receive complimentary copies of Philippe Rosinski’s books Coaching across Cultures and
Global Coaching.

Integrating the cultural dimension into coaching is not only
necessary to increase coaching’s validity and applicability in
today’s intercultural environment. It is also an
opportunity to learn from alternative cultural perspectives
about crucial areas such as communication, thinking, time,
power, identity, purpose, organization, or territory.
Bridging coaching and interculturalism leads to a more creative and global form of coaching.

- Philippe Rosinski, Author of Coaching across Cultures

WHAT WILL YOU EXPERIENCE
IN THIS SEMINAR?
Day 2: Leading and Coaching of
Individuals, Teams and Organizations Theoretical Foundations
Become aware of your own cross-cultural
orientations, learn to identify others’ orientations
and effectively bridge cultural gaps
Learn how to leverage differences
Global team development
Global organizational development through
alliances and M&As

Activities
Role-play challenging scenarios. A chance to
practice, and exchange developmental feedback
Experiential activities: an opportunity to highlight
our inevitable cultural biases and show ways to
go beyond present cultural limitations
Case study (a cross-cultural merger): participants work individually and collectively to come
to problem solving consensus

Day 3: Engaging in Your Own Highperformance and High-fulfillment
Journey Theoretical Foundations

Activities
Group projects presentations: articulate findings
and discuss process

The Global Coaching Process to practically engage in leadership and global coaching: develop
familiarity with a 3-step process to facilitate a
high-performance and high-fulfillment journey
with individuals and teams
Art and practice of global leadership and
coaching
Leading and coaching from multiple perspectives:
physical, managerial, psychological, political,
cultural and spiritual
Möbius strip model: achieving unity in diversity

Case study (a complex case of individual
coaching): participants discuss their approach
and a multiple perspectives model is shared to
unleash new growth opportunities
Participants engage in a self-assessment and
become familiar with a goal setting process that
enables global success
Peer-coaching: help each other articulate
developmental objectives and action plans.
Integrate insights and feedback gained during the
seminar into the process

HOW MUCH SHOULD YOU INVEST?
As firms reach across borders, global-leadership
capacity is surfacing more and more often as a binding
constraint. According to one survey of senior executives,
76 percent believe their organizations need to develop
global-leadership capabilities, but only 7 percent think
they are currently doing so very effectively. And some
30 percent of US companies admit that they have failed
to exploit fully their international business
opportunities because of insufficient internationally
competent personnel.

- McKinsey Quarterly: Deve

Corporates who are interested to run
this 3 day program in-house, kindly
contact Sripriyaa@globalcoachinglab.
com for the complete details on program, investment and facilitators.

In 2015, Date TBD, your total investment for the Leading and Coaching Across Cultures seminar is INR
85,000+Taxes

CONTACT
For further program details and investments on Leading
And Coaching Across Cultures, based on your specific
needs and requirements, contact us at
Email: leadershipsolutions@globalcoachinglab.com
Phone: +91-9650843332

Program Facilitator

Program Co-Facilitator

Venkataraman Subramanyan

Philippe Rosinski
Philippe Rosinski is a world
authority in executive coaching, team coaching,
and global leadership development

Philippe Rosinski is a world authority in global leadership development, executive coaching, and
team coaching. He has pioneered
a global approach that leverages
multiple perspectives for greater
creativity, impact and meaning,
and his innovative approach of
bringing the crucial intercultural
dimension into coaching has won
him worldwide acclaim. He is
principal of Rosinski & Company,
an international network organization that helps leaders, teams and
organizations unleash their human
potential to achieve sustainable
high performance.
Previously, he was the Director of
Custom Programs at the Center
for Creative Leadership Europe.
Philippe is a Professor in the MBA

program for global managers at
the Kenichi Ohmae Graduate
School of Business in Tokyo, Japan.
He is the first European to have
been designated Master Certified
Coach (MCC) by the International
Coach Federation.
Philippe received an Electrical and
Mechanical Engineering degree
from the Ecole Polytechnique in
Brussels, and a Master of Science
degree in Electrical Engineering
from Stanford University and the
Executive Master in Management
degree from the Solvay Brussels
School of Economics and Management. He is also certified to use
a variety of psychometric instruments and is the author of the COF
assessment tool for individuals,
teams and organizations.

Often invited to speak at
international conferences, Philippe
currently serves on the Editorial
Board of Coaching: An
International Journal of Theory,
Research and Practice, and sits on
the Global Advisory panel of the
Association for Coaching. Philippe
has written many articles and contributed chapters to several books:
Evidence Based Coaching Handbook, Excellence in Coaching, Best
Practice in Performance Coaching,
The Routledge Companion to International Business Coaching and
The Coaching Relationship. His
latest book Global Coaching has
been described as “having moved
the art and science of coaching to
a new level”.

Venkat is an experienced business leader
with a proven track record of sales and
business results.

Venkat is an experienced business
leader who has spent over 20 years
promoting excellence in
business and sales.
His strong communication,
presentation and coaching skills
inspire individuals and teams to
uplift their aspirations to realize
their true potential. He has
transformed many individuals,
teams, and subsidiaries in
multi-national corporations
(MNCs) to focus on individual
effectiveness, team cohesion, and
organizational alignment.
Venkat is an experienced coach,
certified through the Results
Coaching methodology. He currently uses his coaching and
training skills to coach CxOs,
directors and managers at many
Fortune 500 Companies, resulting

in an increase of awareness and
trust within teams, and an
improvement in their individual and
collective performance. He is also a
certified Six Sigma Green Belt and
has applied this methodology to
improve team effectiveness.
Until July 2010, Venkat was a
Senior Director for Microsoft and
was the COO for their Enterprise
and Partner Business. His 14-year
career with Microsoft included
many roles, including frontline
sales and sales management,
industry management, sales
strategy & operations, and business
planning. His span of operations
included India and all Asia Pacific
countries, which has contributed to
his rich understanding and
appreciation of culture and
diversity. Prior to Microsoft, Venkat

was with Wipro InfoTech in a
frontline sales capacity.
Venkat is a first-class graduate in
Computer Engineering from the
University of Pune.
Spurred by a mission to positively
influence millions of lives, Venkat is
now blending his Microsoft
experience, and that of his
partners, to his passion of
making others great. Through his
company, Tripura Multinational,
headquartered in Singapore, with a
subsidiary in India, Venkat
capitalizes on the strength and
trust of several partnerships to
engage with multiple clients to
coach them to their true potential.
Along with his spouse and
business partner, Sripriyaa
Venkataraman, Venkat has also
established the Global Coaching
Lab to build a community of
coaches to help them build and
scale their business and impact
thereof.
His clients respect him for his
utmost honesty and integrity, his
intent and focus on making others
great, his ability to ask hard
questions in a soft way, and on
helping them think clearly, to
execute with rigor and compassion.

Program Co-Facilitator

people, to create aspirational goals
and successfully execute them.

SRIPRIYAA VENKATARAMAN
Priyaa helps independent coaching
professionals to successfully build their
business, and also helps
internal coaches within
organizations to increase their coaching
effectiveness.

Sripriyaa Venkataraman
(Priya) leads the Coaching
Practice for Tripura Multinational.
Priya is a certified coach from
Coach Training Alliance, and has
enjoyed the opportunity to coach
individuals from different countries,
cultures and diverse backgrounds.
Her efforts to elevate the impact
and influence of coaching led to the
establishment of a highly successful
coaching community called Global
Coaching Lab, in which she helps
independent coaching professionals
to successfully build their business,
and also helps internal coaches
within organizations to increase
their coaching effectiveness.
Priya focuses her independent
coaching on two specific areas:
Executive Coaching and Cross

Cul tural Diversity Coaching.
As a Cross Cultural Diversit Coach,
Priya works with expats and professionals to successfully navigate
their adaptation and cross cultural
challenges to make informed choices in their Personal and Professional
transition. She also focuses on
professionals who like to accelerate
their integration into a new environment, and utilize the power of
diversity and coaching to reach their
GOALS faster.
As an Executive Coach, Priya works
with business heads and country
managers to help them create
newer thinking and behaviour, to
achieve world class excellence in
their roles. She takes the
courage to challenge their existing
approaches to their business and

As an independent professional,
having spent the last decade in
multiple locations across Asia has
helped her gain appreciation for the
power of harnessing diversity for
personal and organizational growth.
Priya is an MBA in International
Business and Human Resources
from Maharishi University of
Management, Iowa, USA. To
further her understanding on diversity in business, Priya has earned a
certification on handling Diversity
within Organizations, from University of California, Berkeley. Her
interest in writing features, spurred
her to gain a certification in Feature
Writing, from the University of California, Berkeley.
Today, Priya is passionate about
positively influencing and transforming the lives of millions of people around the world, and this core
principle forms the foundation for
the vision and mission of both her
companies, Tripura Multinational
and Global Coaching Lab.

Picture from one of the many LCAC workshops conducted across the globe

ABOUT ROSINSKI & COMPANY
Rosinski & Company is a growing international
network of top-notched professionals.
We constitute dedicated international teams of
experts to serve our clients.

GLOBAL
COACHING
LAB

Our Core focus is on
Executive Coaching Solutions (1:1 Coaching,
Team Coaching and Coaching Sustenance).
In addition, we have Coaching Solutions for
Leadership (Global Leadership & Coaching,
Leading and Coaching Across Cultures, 10 bad

To learn more about us, visit
www.philrosinski.com

We work beyond the basics of leadership
development to promote the new breed of global
leaders.

ABOUT GLOBAL COACHING LAB
Global Coaching Lab is a diversified network of
executive coaching professionals with a strong
belief in the Power of Community, Collaboration
and Capability building, to empower and expand
individuals, teams and organizations, through
the power of coaching.

tic outlook to unleash your company’s full human
potential.

habits that hold good leaders back), Women
(back2work, in Sales, in
Leadership) and Self Development solutions
(life balance for adults and students).

Our global leadership development approach uses
the best of traditional programs while complementing them with fresh perspectives and a holis-

We believe that building coaching readiness
followed by coaching sessions deliver maximum
client value and success.
To learn more about us, visit
www.globalcoachinglab.com

Unleash your heroes…Confront your true potential
GLOBAL
COACHING
LA B

